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On Saturday 29th January 1972, after the broadcast of Ways of Seeing  (episode two),  
(Mrs) SJ Arden sits down to write a letter to Mr J Berger.  From her terraced house in East London,

Bound ( in parenthesis) to home and husband, she begins with an apology-as-demand,
Both self-effacing and self-asserting:

 
 

“You wil l  forgive an ordinary housewife writ ing to say I  thank you for a most interesting talk
Or rather talks. You have taught me to look and I  thought I  always did.”

 
 

(Mrs) SJ Arden writes that she “pick[s] up things here and there”, inexpensive “nice things”
that she loves, “Just things that appeal to her”,  including her “treasure” – 

And she describes a small  ivory Buddha that her son “picked up” in New York
(in actuality a Japanese netsuke).

 
 

Perhaps this treasure can be imagined not as a memento mori  or memento hominem  –
A register of a (man’s) l i fe – But rather as a memento feminae  – a register of a (woman’s) l i fe.

Each object indicates a decisive moment or relationship in the history of the compositor;  
And while “the objects chosen are often commonplace; the reasons for their selection never are” (1)

 
 

“I  love nice things but know nothing of pictures except when I  see something beautiful
I  nearly always want to cry”

…
Episode two of Ways of Seeing  opens with various shots of women

Looking at themselves and other women, 
Intercut with John Berger talking, and images of paintings.

Then, Berger ’s voice-over introduces the second half:
 
 

“I  showed the programme, as you have seen it ,  up t i l l  now, to f ive women.
It  began to seem absurd that the only images you were seeing were of women silent,  mute.

So I  showed it  to them and asked them to comment,  to comment not so much on the programme
But rather on the questions raised by it .  Above al l  on the question of how men see women, 

Or have seen them in the past,  and how this influences the way women see themselves today.”
…

On January 29th the fol lowing year,  (Mrs) SJ Arden sends Mr J Berger a package.
The delivery note resides in the archive of Michael Dibbs (producer and collaborator on Ways of Seeing ) ,

Yet the contents and whereabouts of the package are unknown.
…

Five women and Berger,  a muted environment,  an unspecif ied location.
Sat casually on mismatched chairs around a small  table set with glasses of wine,

An ashtray, and a plate of sandwiches,
The conversation is staged as an informal,  functional gathering. 

One woman fl icks through a book, her handbag at her feet.
Dibb’s production notes, Berger ’s f irst drafts,  and the working and f inal scripts al l  indicate that 

The women’s conversation is the only unscripted part of the series.
…

Five women, unnamed, speaking to Berger and each other – before, but not to,  the camera. 
We fol low its gaze, we look, we l isten; we look.

Elsewhere, Berger speaks directly to camera, and about the camera.
Here, i ts framings and movements are unexplained.

The women do not acknowledge its presence, but for one f l ickering moment,
When one of them looks straight down the lens.

The women remain anonymous unti l  the end credits.  (2)
…

We transcribe the scene and empty out the con/textual,  leaving ‘men’ and ‘women’ f loating on the page.
Scaffolds of gestures displace multiple gazes, and the rhythms of blanks hint at dynamics of exchange, 

And al l  that went unsaid, and al l  that remains to be said.
How might we re-imagine or re-cast these women, and re-stage such a conversation today?

…
We invite you to take these pages, as templates or touch papers – ways to see and l isten again,

Or re-write,  and ignite,  an incendiary script.
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Art Vapours
Art Vapours is an occasional collaboration, concerned
with the spaces of feminism, art  and the everyday. We
might l iken our project to ‘archiverish archivery’.
‘Vapour ’  in the singular connotes diffusion,
suspension, something neither (or no longer) solid
nor l iquid – inhabit ing the air.  In the plural,  i t
suggests i l lness, nervousness, faintness or
depression, as in ‘a f i t  of the vapours’.  ‘To vapour ’
can also mean to boast,  pompously or vacuously.  In
this last sense, Art Vapours may be taken – or given –
as a retort of sorts.  We invoke archaic,  gendered and
pathologised histories, at turns hysterical,
neurasthenic and mediumistic,  to reclaim states of
agitation, and vanished acts; to mediate the diffused,
to re-animate the suspended, and re-ignite ghostly
trai ls.
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(  1 )
A Kurzweil ,  A Case of Curiosit ies ,  1992: vi i

 
(  2 )

The credits acknowledge the women as Anya Bostock, Eva Figes, Jane
Kenrick, Barbara Niven, and Carola Moon.
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